
ABSTRACT
Spoofing and hijacking arer a major threat in network security. Spoofing involves attacks  which are associated 
with the impersonation of third party to steal the credential information’s from a network. Major IP spoofing 
attacks include ARP spoofing attacks and DNS spoofing attacks, which target the server. These are also called as 
IP address forging which try to take away the major information from the organizations network systems. There 
are several tools available to prevent this intrusion prevention system. Some of them are snort, suricata, firewall, 
netfilter and IPfilter.Penetrating into the network can be prevented using be found using some testing tools like 
Nmap, Netcat and Hping. Certain attacks denial of service attack and man in the middle attack are more prone to 
these penetrating malicious threats. Therefore, i is mandatory to take necessary actions to prevent  the network 
from these attacks. Defensive strategies like filtering the packets, using an upper layer, using access control list 
and using a router that is encrypted in nature are encouraged to make the network secure. In this paper, various 
hijacking spoofing attacks are analyzed and their preventive methods are mentioned to enable the network to be well 
secured. Certain specific protocols are encouraged to do this security measure to prevent the network attacks.
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INTRODUCTION

Session hijacking is a major threat in network security 
where the ongoing connection with a server will lose its 
connectivity for a period of time ( Ali,et al., 2014).The 
credentials like username, password and other secret 
information’s will be steeled away by the attacker for that 
particular period of time. To be precise an unauthorised 
access is been given to a third party who acts as though 
he is serving from the system ( Prabhu et al., 2017).

Spoofing is an illegal trick to steel the security of the 
network. Current internet packet delivery relies on packets 
destination IP address and forwarding techniques. IP 
source address spoofing or IP spoofing attack refers to 
all the attackers where the packets with forged IP source 
addresses so that they can conceal on their identities ( 
zhan et al., 2019).

IP spoofing threat is derived from the design that 
internet packet forwarding in routers only relies on 
packets destination. Despite anti IP-Spoofing has been 
studied extensively in the past decade feasible and 
integrated solutions to cover both of intra domain and 
inter domain scopes till exists on the weaker side. Intra 
domain solutions like IP source address filtering, IP source 
address encryption, protocol and host stack redesign and 
SDN based source address validation are validated for 
the required manner by the attacker. Security with IP 
address assignment and spoofing for Smart IoT devices 
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are carried out using special techniques. Since cyber 
security is of main importance the smart IoT device 
to the cloud storage is carried with the IoT gateway 
present in-between each other. Methods to implement 
the sensors on the smart IoT devices were carried out 
and implemented in both the IPv4 and IPv6 (Rajshree 
et al., 2019). IP spoofing prevention using reverse path 
forwarding as applied to software defined networks 
are described. light weight approach to IP spoofing 
assumes IP filtering rules which are on the gateway of 
the devices. key generation is also done separately for 
IPv4 and IPv6.This makes the network stronger and less 
prone to network attacks.

Using certain strategies like ferret, hamster and wireshark 
this session hijacking can be prevented. ferret is a 
software tool that which checks the host to find out the 
vulnerabilities present in the system. It was originally 
designed to work on UNIX but later it was developed for 
windows (Anand et al., 2004). Hamster is an external tool 
used by the networking devices to prevent the forgery 
of false and fake fingerprint readers. wireshark is an 
analyser application, which uses the network protocol 
to analyse the traffic over the network. Major advantage 
of wireshark is that this is a multi-platform supporting 
tool (Shaoqiang wang et al., 2010). Comparative analysis 
of Tcpdump and wireshark was carried out by goyal 
et al., (2019) which compares all the features between 
wireshark and Tcpdump. The first feature compared was 
power consumption and got the result that wireshark 
takes power hundred times as tcpdump.The next factor 
analysed is the memory and wireshark is several times 
that of the Tcpdump. Speed is the next factor analysed 
and observed that wireshark is speedier than Tcpdump. 
Assessment of website security is done by penetration 
testing using wireshark tool (Sandhya et al., 2019).

The breakdowns in the security systems which has 
caused the tool to be used in a wiser material for a more 
prolonged usage of security testing. Some common 
methods like metasploit, web application audit and attack 
framework, nipper studio, owASP zed attack proxy, 
backtrack and skipfish.There is a step by step procedure 
to crack any website and load into the server. Selecting 
interface and starting the live capture of the data packets 
is the first step. The second step involves logging into 
the vulnerable website and looking for a post request. 
The final stage has the analyser mode where the traffic 
is analysed for further processing.

The main purpose of the contribution of this paper 
is that to prevent all the session hijackings like blind 
hijacking, hybrid hijacking, and a zombie attack on a 
network, cookie spoofing techniques and prevention 
mechanisms.Certain other strategies like fingerprint 
validation, session verification, innet strategy, outnet 
strategy are taken into consideration. on the conclusion 
part, we conclude by saying what steps we have taken 
to reduce the risk of server and other Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) being attacked ( Tripathi, 
et al., 2015). In this research paper a detailed view of the 
hijacking and spoofing mechanisms are termed in detail. 

The corresponding defense strategy to provide security 
to the network protocol has also been suggested for a 
secured transmission of data packets. Hijacking can be 
termed as different types such as session hijacking, blind 
hijacking and hybrid hijacking.

Various Spoofing and Hijacking Attacks: There are several 
types of network attacks among them few common 
attacks are IP address spoofing attack, fingerprint attack, 
zombie attack, and session hijacking attack.

IP Address spoofing attack: Spoofing in general happens 
at a different level more specifically in ARP Spoofing, 
MAC Spoofing, blind Spoofing and Non blind spoofing. 
blind spoofing is a method where the attacker can inject 
data into the stream of packets without having a proper 
authentication itself when the connection is established 
at first stage. In this, the data packets are injected 
where the target is aware of the packets, which are got 
as sequence. A proper IDS (Intrusion Detection System) 
has to be used for security system of computer networks. 
This can be of Host-based IDS and Network-based IDS ( 
Tamizi  and weinstein 2017). Honey spots are identified 
at the first stage and soft spot which means the weak spot 
in the network has to be checked. IP Spoofing detection 
for preventing the DDoS Attack in fog computing is 
carried using proper design works. fingerprinting is 
carried out to prevent the network from getting attacked 
by the third party. This is further divided into active 
fingerprinting and passive fingerprinting which results 
in actively detected os and passively detected os.

After checking the weak soft spot, the IP address 
spoofing process starts. A prime example of IP address 
spoofing attack is given in the diagram below. Consider 
an organization with the following configuration with 
following specifications.Intra domain solutions like IP 
source address filtering,IP source address encryption, 
Protocol and host stack redesign and SDN based source 
address validation. The Inter domain solutions involves 
end based source address filtering, path based source 
address filtering, end to end based source address filtering 
are been carried out to ensure the proper data packet 
travel on the specified network path. The system to be 
attacked is been passed to a router and to a switch. 

Figure 1: Representation of IP Spoofing Attack
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Then it is been transmitted to two servers server A and 
server b.The IP address that is transmitted through the 
network is been attacked and spoofed by the attacker. 
Now the original IP address of the victims system that is 
the system been attacked is changed to another IP by the 
attacker (Pomsathit et al.,2012). Now the fake IP address, 
which is transmitted from the attacker, is been sent to 
servers and for users. This shows the IP been spoofed by 
the third party attacker.

Session Hijacking Attack: Hijacking a particular session 
of a network taking away all the credential information’s 
from the network between client and server is termed 
as session hijacking attack. Denial of Service is more 
common to this type of attack. During session, hijacking 
attack an adversary sets up a fake point to access the 
hijackers. This attack is a mixture of DoS and man 
in the middle attack. A network sniffer is present in 
this attack. This attack leads the user to go to the fake 
website leading to take away all the information’s like 
password and usernames. Cross-site scripting is used 
in hijacking the session of a particular network path. 
This stolen information’s can lead to loss in integrity 
and confidentiality of the network systems (Cashion et 
al 2017). This attack is more often in wireless network 
than in wired network. The session ID of victim and 
the fake masquerade authorized user, is the computer 
session been exploited. This is also termed as SHA 
(Session Hijacking Attack).A more detailed view of the 
organizations network is been given in the below system 
where the information of the network is been stolen and 
taken away by the attacker. Session hijacking leads to a 
major headache for networks that which are connected 
without a proper network throughout the organization. 
Consider the following criteria happening in the below 
given system architecture.

In the above system, the victim transmits a session ID 
from its end to web server. There is an attacker present 
illegally between two systems sniffing the session ID.This 
ID after been sniffed the attacker takes control of the 
entire system. The attacker will terminate the endpoint 
connection between client and the server (enos and 
Sunday,2017). Therefore this session is hacked and a 
fake session ID is been transmitted to web server which 
leads to sensitive information been taken away from 
the web server.

Zombie Attack: zombies can be generally referred as 
spam or junk messages which are been transmitted to 
a particular system to make it a malicious thing. Spam 
zombie detection scheme blocks the emails and mail 
server that which transmits the junk of data. SPoT is 
a lightweight spam zombie detection system, which 
detects the intrusion detection system as required by 
the bothunter.Mails which are designated from various 
sources comes into the zombie and they all together 
form an attacked system, which can cause heavy 
damage to the system of the organization. Spam zombie 
algorithm is available to find out the zombie-attacked 
system (Duan et al., 2009). emails servers provide the 
junk of the zombie system where enormous amount of 

information is been involved for the system to developed. 
An organization with different zombie attacked system 
is been given below and their functionalities are termed 
below. zombies plays a vital role in network security by 
sending junks of data an mails throughout the system 
network enabling the organization to cause damage 
to the system and to define the problems. Consider an 
organization with the following configuration with 
following specifications.

Aravind & Murugan

Figure 2: Representation of Session Hijacking Attack.

Figure 3: Representation of Zombie Attacked System
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The attacker has assigned three systems to act as zombie 
to attack the main system. After getting all the junk 
messages and emails from across all the sections the 
zombies just passes the information’s from one system to 
another. The attacking machine on receiving information 
to be theft from the system gives the zombie system with 
each task. The targeted machine will then be attacked 
by the various junk messages to jam the main system. 
This is working of zombie attack.

ReSUlTS AND DISCUSSION

Strategies to prevent network attacks: There are plenty 
of methods and techniques to prevent network attacks. 
Some of the network attacks are mentioned in this paper 
with their diagrammatic representation. Some common 
methods are using wireshark tool, in network strategy, 
out network strategy been implemented. 

Wireshark Tool: wireshark is a network protocol 
application to analyse the data packets been transferred 
from one section to the other. This is a multi-platform 
supportive tool, which supports linux, Mac oS and 
bSD platforms as well. This tool can be used to prevent 
the system from being been affected by the external 
internet traffic. when huge traffic comes to a webserver 
intented to attack a network wireshark will provide as a 
supportive tool to the operating system with the traffic 
been not affected by the network. wireshark can capture 
the data and include PRofINeT by using a capability 
to discovering the topology of network to work on 
the required spots. Network experts use wireshark as 
a troubleshooting tool and for analysing the security 
issues. Protocols such as TCP/IP, MAC, IP datagram 
and the data transmission of PDU can be seen and 
analysed using the wireshark tool. Hence, this tool is a 
good analyser and security tool for making the network 
connections more secure.

between the networks been not being damaged. It 
analysis the traffic and sends the needed data and blocks 
the unwanted data as an integral part of a network.

In network Strategy: This is a unique method of 
preventing network security where there will be two 
firewalls one on the outer and one on the inner firewall. 
The organisation is double protected with the firewalls on 
both the sides before exposing the network to the internet 
exposure. This serves as the double-blinded system.  
In the above system, the Router is present in-between two 
firewalls thus providing which access to be given to the 
required system. The router sends the data to web server 
and to mail server. Hence it is provided between two walls 
whereas the data integrity is been protected by having 
the double protection. This strategy is followed in many 
of the companies and organization, which handles very 
confidential data like bank and government websites.

Figure 4: Representation of a system that is protected by 
Wireshark

In this system architecture a system with heavy internet 
traffic is been sent to jam a network system. A wireshark 
is present in-between the network. Snort and an alarm 
is kept for analysing and sending alarm to inform the 
incoming internet traffic. It analysis and divides the 
traffic according to the organisations needs and splits 
up into various parts. The snort will be then divided 
into different PCs.Hence wireshark provides, as a block 

Figure 5: In network Strategy Representation

Out network Strategy: out network strategy is a method 
of giving out the internet sources to outer systems 
that which are present in the environment in an open 
account to be accessed by the individual users controlled 
system. The below picture shows the representation of 
out network strategy of networking system. A massive 
amount of internet is been provided by the internet 
provider to the router at initial stage. After it gets give, 
the internet from the provider the router divides the 
network into for hubs. The hubs transfer’s data for the 
systems present in the organisation. In extend to this 
a wireless router is present which provides access to 
the wi-fi enabled zone such as mobile users and office 
providers. This method is followed in organisations where 
the architecture of the system is well formed without 
leaking any confidential information’s from the source 
to destination. This is the overview of the out network 
strategy of the system.

Figure 6: Out Network Strategy Representation
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Other Techniques to provide defence strategy for network 
protocols: Apart from the above-mentioned techniques, 
there are other strategies to prevent the network attacks 
by using a proper filter to avoid the proxy, using ferret 
and hamster strategies. Using proper filter is a good 
technique that which can be applied in order to provide 
a good security for networks. filtering the data packets 
based on the nature of the source whether it contains any 
harmful contents or malicious natured codes to threaten 
the network system to be collapsed. ferret is another 
technique, which can be analyzed to choose what type 
of attacks to be caused by individual networks. Hamster 
is another network security-providing tool, which helps 
in finding the network faultering.This tool uniquely 
provides the entire network from to be being accessed 
by an illegal third party attacker.

The main features and findings of this paper includes
1.  Intimating the Hijacking, which includes whether 

the incident happened, is a hijack or not. More 
common 

 Problem first faced is the suspicious activity is 
an attack or any ordinary network cracks (Tamizi  
and weinsten 2017).

2.  Identifying what has happened in the network is 
the next factor of the work that which has been 
carried out. It is necessary to analyse what sort of 
attack has happened in the network and the need 
is must to be fulfilled.

3.  find out whether the thing happened is an attack 
is another foremost thing, which has been carried 
out because not every single activity can be termed 
as attack.

4.  Amount of detection been found is another major 
role because the security has to be preserved well 
enough in order to give the attackers a solution.

5.  Respected solution for attacks, which has 
happened, is the next thing, which has been 
studied in this paper. This has resulted in providing 
multiclient with the feature of providing a well-
supervised material to execute the attacks, which 
has happened. we do not want to use big firewalls 
to get a secured network authentication. just 
these preventive actions will do a great doing for 
the given organisation. Almost 65*/* of detection 
is increased because of the system that we have 
proposed (Sharma et al., 2016). 

 This also provides and supports multiclients, 
which prevents zombie attack. Detection rate can 
be improved by using the server broadcasts that 
which we can use some secured data mechanism 
such as, DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol) where the management of network 
usually gets to use to assign dynamically the 
Internet protocol address to any device or any 
node or any particular network for which the 
security needs to be provided.
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CONClUSION AND FUTURe SCOPe

future scope of the networking includes DHCP. Dora 
(Discovery, offer, request, acknowledgement) process, 
which exists in this paper for a future work to be 
discovered. Dora is a process of handling the servers that 
which distributes dynamically the network configuration 
parameters such as IP addresses interface methods and 
their services. This is been standardized by following 
network protocols used in the network communication. 
Discovery includes the network sub netting that is 
followed by destination address.DHCP offer provides a 
DHCPDISCoVeR message from a client where it receives 
the IP address that is to lease the request from the server, 
(Veysel et al.,2017).DHCP request is followed up with a 
client server connection thus leading to a well secured 
authentication scheme. Acknowledgement includes 
the receipts to be involved in the system to enable the 
data packets to be included in the duration and other 
configurations. The final IP configuration can be done 
in this system.
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